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1. Introduction – Super hydrophobic surfaces can address a large number of industrial applications such

as anti-corrosive and anti-icing coatings. Materials are hydrophobic, if the surface energy is low enough

so that the water will stick to itself more than to the surface [1] resulting in a contact angle larger than

90°. Moreover, the surface roughness or topology can cause super-hydrophobic behaviour. These

structures can be produced e.g. by lithography processes [2]. Recently, we found a novel and fast process

to grow a super-hydrophobic Aluminum Nitride microstructure by a one-step plasma process, described

in more detail in [3]. This easy and fast process avoids toxic reactive gases and expensive

microelectronics, works under room temperature and is potentially applicable on arbitrary substrates.

2. Experimental – For deposition, we used high current arc evaporation (HCA) with plasma pulses up to

1500 A on a solid aluminium target. During the deposition process, the vacuum chamber is filled with

pure nitrogen. Due to the very high Al-plasma intensity the nitrogen molecules are cracked, forming an

AlN coating on the substrate. Using certain deposition parameters, the AlN forms itself not as a flat

coating but in a microstructure. Therefore, the different plasma parameters (nitrogen pressure, arc current,

pulse time) were optimized.

3. Results – The AlN microstructure provides a very high contact angle for water up to 140°. Due to the

high plasma intensity and the high arc current, the coating can be grown during few minutes process time

and no post-processing of the samples is needed. Image 1 shows an SEM picture from the super-

hydrophobic microstructure, Image 2 the picture from the contact angle measurement, providing a contact

angle of 140°

4. Conclusions - – Super hydrophobic surfaces can be grown in few minutes process time on arbitrary

substrates using an optimized one-step Arc Evaporation Process under nitrogen atmosphere. The process

works without any toxic precursors and the resulting coating contains only Aluminum and Nitrogen.
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